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Emilie Brout & Maxime Marion, A Truly Shared Love. (2019)

30.09 - 1 & 2.10.2022
Moxy City Lille Hotel

Press release

The second edition of Around Video Art Fair will take place on September 30, October 1st
and 2nd, 2022 in Lille at the Moxy Lille City Hotel and is part of the closing weekend of
the Lille3000 triennial.
Bringing together thirty-six international galleries, the hotel's rooms offer an ideal setting
to appreciate the video works of international contemporary artists in the best conditions.
In addition, Around Video intends to show its support for artists by continuing the Guest
Artists section for those not represented by a gallery. Finally, during the fair, four prizes will
be awarded to the four best videos.
In parallel, the event offers a rich program of installations and artists, bringing together
renowned institutions in the Lille metropolitan area and the northern region around the
medium of video.
Around Video has surrounded itself with curators and professionals in the contemporary
art world in order to create a high quality program, and to offer an international scope to
the event, in order to establish itself, from its second edition, as one of the annual
meetings for artists, curators and professional collectors and video art enthusiasts.

Press release

The contemporary art fair dedicated to video, Around Video returns to Lille for its second
edition from Friday, September 30 to Sunday, October 2, 2022. The Moxy Lille City Hotel
will host solo shows by emerging and established international video artists, presented by
their respective galleries.

AROUND VIDEO - ART FAIR
Dates: 30 Sept - 1 & 2 Oct 2022
Place: Moxy Lille City Hotel,
3 Rue Jean Bart, 59000 Lille, France

Timetable :
Friday 30/09: 2pm - 10pm
Saturday 01/10: 2pm - 7pm
Sunday 02/10: 2pm - 6pm

During the fair three prizes will be awarded:
NOW/HERE Prize
Acquisition of a work by Renato & Catherine Casciani, founders of the fair.
Three prizes AROUND VIDEO - awarded by the members of the jury
First prize of 2000 euros for the best video for the artist. Second prize, endowment of 1500
euros for the artist.
Third prize, fair fee offered to the gallery to return the following year.
Composition du jury 2022 :
Chaired by Caroline Bourgeois ( Fondation Pinault).
Edwin Carels (Curator / Ghent), Nathalie Cohen (Collector / Paris), Frédéric de Goldschmidt
(Collector / Brussels), Jacob Fabricius (Director Art Hub / Copenhagen), Keren Detton
(Director Frac Grand Large / Dunkirk), Marc Fassiaty (Collector / Paris), Dorith Galuz
(Collector / Paris), Olivier Gevart (Collector / Brussels), Gabriel Nallet (Collector / Grenoble),
Stéphanie Pécourt (Director Centre Wallonie / Brussels), Pascale Pronnier (Artistic Director
Studio Le Fresnoy / Tourcoing), Grégory Lang (Independant curator)

Friday
September 30th
Opening of Around Video Art Fair Edition #2
Schedule : 2:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Address : Moxy Lille City Hotel - 3 Rue Jean Bart, 59000 Lille, France
List of Galleries (Non-exhaustive list)
22.48M2 (Paris) x Caroline Delieutraz · ADN (Barcelone) x Adrian Melis · Air de Paris (Paris) x SHIMABUKU ·
AKINCI (Amsterdam) x Melanie Bonajo · Albarran Bourdais (Madrid) x Iván Argote · Alberta Pane (Paris,
Venise) x Marie Lelouche · Anne Barrault (Paris) x Rayane Mcirdi · Anne-Sarah Benichou (Paris) x Valerie
Mejren · Arcade (Londres, Bruxelles) x Marijke De Roover · Archiraar (Bruxelles) x Pierre Libaert · Art-i
(Marseille) · Bacqueville (Lille) x Gautier Deblonde · Catherine Issert (Vence) x Jennifer Douzenel · Cerami
(Charleroi) x Michel Couturier · Ceysson & Bénetière (Paris, New York, Genève, Luxembourg, SaintÉtienne) x Mounir Fatmi · Dauwens Beernaert (Bruxelles) x Alex Verhaest · Dvir Gallery (Bruxelles, Paris,
Tel Aviv) x Dor Guez · Ellen de Bruijne projects (Amsterdam) x Pauline Curnier Jardin · Eric Mouchet (Paris)
x Capucine Vever · Espace à Vendre (Nice) x Thierry Lagalla · Film Gallery (Paris) x Emilija Škarnulytė ·
Florence Loewy (Paris) x Francesc Ruiz · Galerie Binome (Paris) x Thibault Brunet · Galerie Papillon (Paris)
x Céline Cléron · Galerie Sono (Paris) x Eugénie Touzé · Isabelle Gounod (Paris) x Moussa Sarr · Kogo
Gallery (Estonie) x Līga Spunde · LMNO (Bruxelles) x Maria Friberg · Galerie Marguerite Milin (Paris) x
Sarah Trouche · Marina Bastianello (Mestre) x Nico Angiuli · Michel Rein (Paris) x Enrique Ramirez · Nadja
Vilenne (Liège) x Jacques Lizene · NEC (Paris) x Vincent Gagliostro · Nicoletti Contemporary (Londres) x
Josèfa Ntjam · Now/Here (Lille) · Raffaella De Chirico (Turin, Milan) x Fabio Perino · Salle Principale (Paris) x
Lois Weinberger · Société (Berlin) · Valeria Cetraro (Paris) x Laura Gozlan.

List of invited artists
Andres Baron · Anhar Salem · Berengere Henin · Bertrand
Dezoteux · Caroline Poggi & Jonathan Vinel · Dimitri
Mallet · Grégory Chatonsky · Justine Pluvinage · Kristina
Norman · Nicolas Tourte
Invited by the Centre Wallonie-Bruxelles/Paris : Rebecca
Jane Arthur, Stéphanie Roland & Armand Morin

Highlight - Opening Day
Location: Moxy Lille City Hotel
2:00 pm: Opening of the rooms Preview
4:00 pm: Visit of the exhibition De
l’Autopsie à l’Utopie - curator Renato
Casciani - Espace 3 CINQ
6:00 pm to 10:00 pm: Vernissage

Grand Prix Around Video - Chambre de la galerie 22M48. (2021)

Highlights
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Inauguration Around Video Art
Fair Edition #2 - Moxy Lille City
Hotel

Opening of the exhibition De l'Autopsie à l'Utopie Espace 3cinq

2:00 pm - 6:00 pm Preview 6:00 pm 10:00 pm Vernissage

2:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Guided tour at 4:00 pm

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1
Schedule of the Fair 2:00 pm 7:00 pm

Two tours in the morning (limited number of
places):

Le Fresnoy - Studio national des
arts contemporain - Gala dinner
(invitation only) with a visit to the
exhibition Panorama 24 in the
presence of the artists.

LENS TOUR
Shuttle provided by the fair from the Moxy Lille City
Hotel.
Visit of the Louvre Lens: collections, temporary
exhibition and Muse en Piano festival (more
information below).
DUNKERQUE ROUTE
Shuttle provided by the fair from the Moxy Lille City
Hotel.
Visit of the Frac Grand Large: exhibitions in the
presence of Kerren Detton, director of the institution
(more information below).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2
Schedule of the Fair 2:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Visits to the lille3000 exhibitions:
Tri Postal | Les Vivants
Fondation Cartier pour
l'Art Contemporain Curator
Bruce Albert (more
information below)

Gare Saint Sauveur |
Novacène Curators Alice
Baudouin and Jean Max
Colard (more information
below)

Église Sainte-MarieMadeleine | The Garden
of Eden Olfactory
exhibition of Peter De
Cupere (more
information below)

Friday
September 30th
D'AUTOPSIE À UTOPIE | Exhibition visit at 4:00 pm
Time : 4:00 pm
Address: Place du Temple, 59000 Lille, France

Curator: Rénato Casciani.
With the works of :
Caroline le Mehauté, Roman Moriceau, Bruno Serralongue, Lois Weinberger, Emmanuel
Morales, Jonathas de Andrade, Denicolai et Provoost, Enrique Ramirez, Melanie Bonajo,
Bertrand Gadenne, Sebastian Calfuqueo.
A collective exhibition beginning with an autopsy.
A statement without concession of what happens to the living, in its widest acceptance, even if
everyone is aware of it, it is to say it again in a radical and cold way, to drive the nail or the
scalpel, deeply.
In seeking to understand this announced death, we glimpse and advance the hypothesis of
The Cause, of the primum movens of all those who orchestrate its loss: the outrageous
individualism, the negation of the Other.
This omnipotent Narcissus, the last God to be slaughtered who, unlike the one in mythology,
inflicts punishment on himself, just for not wanting to love Echo, the muse of Ovid.
Condemned to a perpetual selfie, until he dies.
Why not invite this solitary Narcissus to a "Little Death", that of the orgasm, when it is
successful, so radiant and jubilant, to finally feel alive.
For a becoming - Other in the sense of Gilles Deleuze. A Becoming - human. A Becoming animal, vegetable, river or mineral... A becoming un-tense-thinkable!
Let's try multiple metamorphoses, for a reconnection to the world, for a fulfilled ego. Following
the example of Ann Lee by Pierre Huyghe and Philippe Parreno, let's try a Not a Ghost, just a
Shell, to imagine an ego that blossoms only through the other.

Mélanie Bonajo, Night Soil. (2014-2018)

Saturday,
October 1st
Gala dinner (with invitation only) and exhibition visit

Time: from 7:30 pm | Shuttle buses will be provided by Around Video from the Moxy Lille
City Hotel.
Address : Le Fresnoy - Studio national des arts contemporain - 22 Rue du Fresnoy, 59200
Tourcoing, France
Visit of the Panorama 24 exhibition in the presence of the artists.
Curated by Marie Lavandier and Pascale Pronnier.
The theme of this new Panorama is that of passage. The mirror, the double, the ability to see
the world differently, on the other side of our world. Pascale Pronnier, head of artistic
programming.
With the works of :
Judith Auffray, Younès Ben Slimane, Anna BiriulinaI, Lucien Bitaux, Julia Borderie & Eloïse Le
Gallo, Ghyzlène Boukaïla, Alice Brygo, Léa Collet, Anaïs-Tohé Commaret, Jérôme Cortie,
Rolando Cruz Marquez, Bianca Dacosta, Charline Dally, Edith Dekyndt, Guillaume Delsert,
Sarah-Anaïs Desbenoit, Ana Edwards, Justine Emard, Julián Garcia Long, Yann Gonzalez &
Alain Garcia Vergara, Che-Yu Hsu, Adam Kaplan, Elina Kastler, Lina Laraki, Lou Le Forban,
Ange Lempasak, Quentin L'helgoualc'h, Ethel Lilienfeld, Marin Martinie, Gohar Martirosyan,
Antoine Mayet, Joachim Michaux, Magalie Mobetie, Fredj Moussa, Marcel Mrejen, Norman
Nedellec, Toshihiro Nobori, Daniel Penaranda Restrepo, Hugo Pétigny, Charlotte Pouyaud,
Julie Ramage, Chuxun Ran, Sabrina Ratté, Ben Rivers, Julia Tarissan, Guillaume Thomas, Kris
Verdonck, Pierre-Lefrançois Vérove, Victor Villafagne, Agata Wieczorek, Jisoo Yoo, Yunyi Zhu.

Le Fresnoy - Studio national des arts contemporains

Saturday,
October 1st
LENS Tour | Visit of the Louvre Lens

Schedule: in the morning. For more information contact Haily Grenet haily.grenet@gmail.com
Address : 99 Rue Paul Bert, 62300 Lens, France.

Muse & Piano Festival : When the treasures of humanity meet the virtuosos of the piano, the
promise of exceptional moments is emerging.
The best of the piano has come to the Louvre-Lens for the Muse & Piano Festival: mixing
classical and contemporary repertoire, this seventh edition of the festival invites music lovers. A
unique opportunity to discover the Louvre-Lens, its Galerie du Temps, and Bernar Venet's
installation from another angle, as you have never seen it before... or heard it!
Exhibition Champollion, the way of hieroglyphs
On the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the deciphering of hieroglyphics, and to celebrate
its 10th anniversary, the Louvre-Lens is organizing a major exhibition dedicated to one of the
major and most fascinating phenomena of Egyptian civilization: hieroglyphics.

Bernar Venet, L'hypothèse de la gravité. (2021)

Festival Muse & Pianos. (2021)

Saturday,
October 1st
DUNKERQUE Tour | Visite Expositions au
FRAC Grand Large

Schedule: in the morning. For more information contact Haily Grenet haily.grenet@gmail.com
Address: 503 Av. des Bancs de Flandres, 59140 Dunkerque, France
In presence of Keren Detton, Director of the institution.
La Nef des Fous, companion of transport
With the works of :
Matali Crasset, Panamarenko, Allan Sekula, Robert Stadler Studio Swine, Andrea Branzi,
Wendy Boudewijns, Vic Cautereels, Pieter de Coster, Bob Daenen, Siegfried De Buck, Sonia
Delaunay, Joël Dely, Nora De Rudder, Martino d'Esposito, Thierry d'Istria, Nathalie Du
Pasquier, Jean Dupuy, Nedda El-Asmar, Myriam Garouche, Stefano Giovannoni, David
Grosemans, Alessandro Guerriero, Zaha Hadid, Patrick Hoet, Henrik Holbaek, Hans Hollein,
Armin Homolka, Richard Hutten David Huycke, Toyo Itō, Claus Jensen, Vincent Jousseaume,
Pascal Koch, Chris Koens, Anne Marie Laureys, Jean Lemmens, Anthony Maglica, Marc Melis,
Alessandro Mendini, Annie Michaud, Miriam Mirri, Lüder Mosler, Jérôme Olivet, Guido Ooms,
Gaetano Pesce, Erik Sijmons, Rolf Sachs, Richard Sapper, Sem Schanzer, Amie Siegel, Bořek
Šipek, Philippe Starck, Adriano Stucchi, Matteo Thun, Antoine Van Loocke, Roderick Vos, Dirk
Wynants, Baptiste Ymonet, Marco Zanuso.
Curator Mathilde Sauzet.
A fiction of miraculous fishing on the seventh continent, "The Ship of Fools" brings together
curious objects from the collection of the Design Museum Gent as well as a selection of films
and musical pieces by artists.
The exhibition focuses on the madness of transport, on the evolution of the movement of
objects, materials and people from the 1950s to the present day. A contemporary echo to the
work of Jérôme Bosch, a painting produced at the end of the Middle Ages, the "Nave of Fools"
exhibition at Frac Grand Large depicts the possible end of societies of material opulence.
Sacrifice or rescue?

HORIZON(S) : Four institutions, Four anniversaries, one territory...
With the works of :
Charley Case, Hans Haacke, Paul Hemery, Ilanit Illouz, Helen Mirra, Ria Pacquée, Erez Nevi
Pana, Uzès, Capucine Vever.
The year 2022 is symbolic in more ways than one for culture in the Dunkirk Urban Community.
This date marks the anniversaries of four major structures in the Dunkirk area: the Frac Grand
Large - Hauts-de-France (40 years), the LAAC, Lieu d'Art et Action Contemporaine (40 years),
the Musée du Dessin et de l'Estampe Originale in Gravelines (40 years) and the Musée
portuaire de Dunkerque (30 years).
Although different in their histories, their ages, or their collections of works, these institutions
are intrinsically linked by a geography, that of a coastline that is a vector of fruitful exchanges.
This common horizon constitutes a structuring line, which has contributed to defining the
collections, and even the architecture.

Capucine Vever, La relève. (2019)

Image exposition La Nef des Fous. (2022)

Sunday, October
2nd
LILLE METROPOLE TOUR
NOVACÈNE

Schedule: accessible during the entire fair from 12:00 to 19:00. Guided tour in the presence
of the curators, Sunday, October 2 at 10:30 am.
Address : Gare Saint Sauveur - 17 Bd Jean-Baptiste Lebas, 59800 Lille
Curators Alice Baudouin and Jean Max Colard.
Press Release

The Novacene exhibition is part of this post-anthropocene utopia and reveals its clues.
In his latest book entitled Novacene, the famous English environmentalist, scientist and
centenarian James Lovelock, imagines a new era, the Novacene, which will follow our current
geological era, the Anthropocene, marked by climatic and environmental upheavals due to
human activity. Fifty years after his "Gaia Hypothesis" asserting that the Earth is a living being,
Lovelock shares his optimism in this testamentary book and prophesies the advent of a
positive relationship between humans and the environment, facilitated by technology.
This hopeful vision is the common thread of our exhibition. By taking place in the heart of this
future utopia, Novacene looks at our current world, shaken by ecological disasters, as a bygone
era. Drawing on the imagination, commitment and foresight of contemporary artists, the
exhibition explores the path we still have to travel towards this other civilizational era. This
momentum towards a less carbon-intensive world and a more harmonious relationship
between humans and "other-than-humans" is based on a profound change in our societies, in
our vision of the world and in our relationship with living beings. It implies both technological
innovations and a salutary return to the earth, but also poses new ethical dilemmas.
This bet seems utopian at a time when global warming forecasts (up to +3.5° by 2100 if we do
not act) are more pessimistic than ever. But isn't the function of art to make change possible,
or even to accelerate it? Through their works, artists allow us to resynchronize our relationship
to time, by connecting human time to Earth time, to rethink our role as a species among
species and to propose a more shared approach to the world.
Novacene offers a place to explore, dream and unite for a sustainable future of our planet.

The artists presented are the avant-garde of a new civilization in the making. Seismographers of
the last tremors of a hyper carbonated world (Allora & Calzadilla, Julian Charrière, Maarten
Vanden Eynde), explorers of the subtle kinships between living beings (Fabien Léaustic),
alchemists of the climatic phenomena (Marie-Luce Nadal, Bigert & Bergstörm, Bianca Bondi),
artists place care (Object Oriented Art, Otobong Nkanga), action (Lucy+Jorge Orta), and the
senses (Zheng Bo, Anna Komarova) at the heart of a reinvested common good, and raise the
ethical questions of this next world (Haroon Mirza). In an eco-design approach, Novacene
becomes a place of exploration, dream and union at the time of the last chance for a viable
future.

Zheng Bo, Pteridophilia. (2016)

Lille Metropole Tour
LES VIVANTS | FONDATION CARTIER POUR L'ART
CONTEMPORAIN
Schedule : accessible during all the fair from 11h00 to 19h00.
Address : Avenue Willy Brandt, 59000 Lille
Coordination Caroline David & curator Bruce Albert.
Press release

For more than twenty years, the Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain has been
developing a program that explores the major ecological issues of the day. Over time, its
collection has been enriched by numerous works that invite us to take a fresh look at the
beauty and vulnerability of the living world. Bringing together more than 250 works, mainly
from this collection, the exhibition The Living proposes to transport our imagination beyond
anthropocentrism in order to reinvent, with empathy and humility, a new earthly cohabitation
with plants and animals.
In contrast to the Western tradition, The Living invites us, through looking and listening, to
consider non-humans as our equals within a vast common world, that of the living. The
exhibition invites a community of artists and scientists engaged in an aesthetic and existential
quest, deeply marked by the enigmatic beauty of the living world, like the American musician
and bioacoustician Bernie Krause, Chinese artist Cai Guo Qiang, French visual artist Fabrice
Hyber, Armenian filmmaker Artavazd Pelechian, French botanist Francis Hallé, American artist
Tony Oursler, and French directors Claudine Nougaret and Raymond Depardon. Their works
are among the most emblematic in the Fondation Cartier's collection and are the result of
several years of joint work between these artists and the institution. The exhibition Les Vivants
is also an opportunity for the Fondation Cartier to develop new collaborations with artists such
as the Brazilians Bruno Novelli and Solange Pessoa.
In addition, the heart of the exhibition is an exceptional group of works by contemporary
American Indian artists, brought together for the first time in Europe. Their experience of a
relationship of parity between living beings, human and non-human, constitutes an
immemorial tradition from which we have everything to learn in this time of ecological crisis.
These artists come from the Brazilian Amazon, such as Jaider Esbell (Makuxi people), Ehuana
Yaira and Joseca (Yanomami), Bane, Isaka or Mana (Huni Kuin) but also from the Venezuelan
Amazon, such as Sheroanawe Hakihiiwe (Yanomami). The exhibition also brings together a
selection of drawings by Nivaklé and Guarani artists living in the Paraguayan Chaco, including
Esteban and Angelica Klassen, Floriberta Fermin, Marcos Ortiz, Clemente Juliuz, Osvaldo
Pitoe, or Jorge Carema.

Les Vivants thus continues a series of exhibitions at the Fondation Cartier questioning the place
that Western man has arrogated to himself at the top of a so-called pyramid of living beings and
peoples: Yanomami, l'esprit de la forêt (2003), Terre Natale, Ailleurs commence ici (2008), Histoires
de voir (2012), Le Grand Orchestre des Animaux (2016) and, more recently, Nous les Arbres (2019)
and Claudia Andujar, La Lutte Yanomami (2020).

Bruno Novelli, No Caminho. (2021)

Lille Metropole Tour
THE GARDEN OF EDEN - PETER DE CUPERE | ÉGLISE OF SAINTEMARIE- MADELEINE, LILLE

Schedule : accessible during all the fair from 14h00 to 18h00.
Address : 27 Rue du Pont Neuf, 59800 Lille
Press release
Peter de Cupere is an olfactory artist who works with perfumes and scents. He creates works that
explore our sense of smell. As part of the exhibition The Garden of Eden, he presents at the
Church of St. Mary Magdalene a journey of olfactory works that invites the public to be guided by
the tip of the nose. Flower Fragrum Cardamomi, a monumental installation of 9 meters,
represents a bulb in bloom with long stems extending towards the sky. The visitor is invited to
approach and scratch the surface of the sculpture, releasing a fragrance into the air. This
olfactory journey continues in the Maison Folie Moulins alongside works by Cyril Lancelin, Kim
Simonsson and Peter Van den Ende.

Image exposition Le Jardin d'Eden - Peter de Cupere. (2022)
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information
Contact

Renato Casciani
cascianirenato@wanadoo.fr
Haily Grenet
haily.grenet@gmail.com
0688963831
www.around-video.com

Location

Moxy Lille City Hotel
3 Rue Jean Bart,
59000 Lille, France

Accessibility
BUS STATION :

STATION DE MÉTRO :

STATION :

Liberté
0.2 km from l'hotel

Métro ligne 1 - République
Beaux Art Station
0.6 km from l'hotel
Métro ligne 2 - Mairie de Lille
Station
0.9 km E from hotel

Gare Lille Europe
1.7 km from l'hotel
Gare Lille Flandres
1.2 km from l'hotel

